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She Broke Up, I Didn't! is a novel that takes a nasty dig at relationships, love and fidelity and what it means today. It
tackles some of the very uncomfortable questions and tries to put those into perspective.

I just kissed someone else! Reviews Krishna Kumar One of the finest novels I ever read. It is about sex.. So I
will say I liked. With mystery in every page Hundred times better than Chetan Bhagat. The ending is really
unpredictable and I wholeheartedly appreciate the author at least for giving a different story with boredom of
sentiments and masala mix.. It was good in the beginning but got boring and predictable midway and after a
while i just did not care what happened next anymore. Its basically the guy meets the girl and then they fall in
love and decide to stay together for the rest of their lives against all odds until the guy gets drunk and kisses
some other girl twice and this marks the turning or should I say break This was my first book from the author
and i had some high expectation seeing the title but sadly it was not the book for me. Its basically the guy
meets the girl and then they fall in love and decide to stay together for the rest of their lives against all odds
until the guy gets drunk and kisses some other girl twice and this marks the turning or should I say breaking
point of their relationship. Too much confusion and therefore chaos comes in the story midway Though the
story started on a good note it lost its momentum halfway and i just did not care about the story after a while.
The writing was too monotonous and i thought the author was stretching the story too much. Definitely not my
kind of book Nisha Bandhopadhyay A hopeless attempt at writing a romantic story!!!! Sujaritha No semblance
of sense in any of the pages. Wish we had meaningful books published by Indian authors. Its a shame that
publishing houses cannot distinguish the good and worthy books from the rest. Kunal Nayak My feelings
towards this book is more than pain. Its really irritating to read a book, from which you are expecting wonders,
only to find yourself utterly disappointed. As the name suggests, this book is about the modern Love Stories,
supposedly, happening throughout the teenage populace of India. It tells us about a suspicious lad, taking
frequent doubts on his girlfriend. The thing i like about this book is Nothing. It fails to convey the message its
supposed to, it does not give you a satisfying My feelings towards this book is more than pain. It fails to
convey the message its supposed to, it does not give you a satisfying ending, it makes you destroy the wall
using your fists, simply because it has no happy ending. So, do NOT waste your time. However, I am tired of
seeing recommendations of similar books from GoodReads on my newsfeed, which I have no intention
whatsoever of ever picking up. Vidya The time I wasted reading this book is I am never going to get back!!! I
wish we had some good writers in India. Sayoni Roy I think Indian fiction is more of a business now. Not a
great fan of Indian Fiction anymore. Sorry, but if you want 5 stars, write something which has never been
written before. I just wrote something! Anuradha How did I not know about the existence of this glorious
work of art?! I mean, look at the title! But no, seriously, how do people come up with such titles?!
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2: Book And Novel Reviews: She Broke Up, I Didn't! I Just Kissed Someone Else ! By Durjoy Datta !!
Book Summary: Third book in the trilogy "She Broke Up I Didn't" is a sequel by Durjoy Dutta and Maanvi Ahuja after "Of
Course I Love you Till I found Someone Else". This Book gives deep insight on love, lust and fidelity.

Durjoy Datta is the author of this incredible novel. Deb is searching for the job in the new city. There are a
number of challenges which he is facing to set up his career. He is young and motivated, he has a good
portfolio which gives him the edge to crack the job. Deb is called for an interview as the manager of the
advertisement organization. The interview went successful and he got the job. In his first day, he meets her
assistant Avantika. She is a beautiful, gorgeous and intelligent girl. He did not believe he will get this level of
a job with the high protocol. His first attraction with her assistance as well and he feels interested to have a
relationship with her assistant. He offered him for the coffee in the restaurant and she agrees to come. Deb is
waiting for Avantika and finally, she comes. This was the first day of their friendship then it changes into love.
Their affair is well enough to happy so far and they did not set the parameters of love for each other. One
night, deb is drunk at the party and he kissed another woman. He apologizes for his mistake and Avantika
finally forgive him. Deb thinks, all the things are good after he apologize but the behavior of Avantika is still
rude. I Just Kissed Someone Else! Durjoy Datta Publish Date: November 5, Language: Fiction, Humor,
Rivalry, Romance Format:
3: She Broke Up, I Didn't! â€“ SpectralHues
Deb is absolutely crazily in love with the stunning Avantika. He can't believe that she is his. Their relationship is going
great except for the one time when Deb faltered by breaching her trust.
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review 1: This was my first book from the author and i had some high expectation seeing the title but sadly it was not the
book for www.enganchecubano.com was good in the beginning but got boring and predictable midway and after a while
i just did not care what happened next www.enganchecubano.com basically the guy meets the girl and then they fall in
love and decide to stay together for the rest of their lives against.

5: Books similar to She Broke Up, I Didnâ€™t! I just kissed someone else!
In She Broke Up, I Didn't! Durjoy Datta explores the themes of fidelity, love and lust through a roller coaster of
misunderstandings and mistakes that are so common in relationships today. Selling Points A gripping novel that takes a
dig at relationships, love and fidelity and what it means today.

6: She Broke Up, I Didnâ€™t! I just kissed someone else! by Durjoy Datta
'She broke up, I didn't' by Durjoy Datta is his third work in three years, and as claimed by the cover, all of them have
been 'National Bestsellers'. It is quite natural, as a book lover and reviewer, that I will be attracted to this title (or any of
the other two of his 'trilogy').

7: she broke up i didn t | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
she broke up, i didn't i just kissed someone else E-book Winkstore was founded in with the vision of \93delivering a cost
effective electronic book reader and reading content in English and all Indian languages for the Indian market.".
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In She Broke Up, I Didn't! Durjoy Datta explores the themes of fidelity, love and lust through a roller coaster of
misunderstandings and mistakes that are so common in relationships today. Paperback.

9: Book Reviews and summeries
Download she broke up i didn t or read she broke up i didn t online books in PDF, EPUB and Mobi Format. Click
Download or Read Online button to get she broke up i didn t book now. This site is like a library, Use search box in the
widget to get ebook that you want.
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